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In Memoriam

Arlington (“Arley”) Gaines

October 1, 1929 – January 6, 2016

A devoted CSA member for more than 45
years, a spiritual friend to many truth
seekers, and a proficient meditation teacher,
Arley passed from this world in early Janu-
ary of this year. During his final months, he was nurtured by 
his wife, Karen, hospice chaplain Rani Ferreira, and Michael 
Diane San Felipe who read selections from Autobiography of a 
Yogi and the Bhagavad Gita.
 Arley’s ashes were scattered in the Pacific Ocean. A memo-
rial service was held at Ananda Church of Self-Realization in 
Palo Alto, California, on March 13.
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Word Meanings to Know

The first three words are listed in the order used in the title of 
the article that begins on the facing page.

living  Having life, expressing, and accomplishing purposes.

eternal  Never-ending, enduring, timeless, permanent, infinite 
without boundaries or limits.

life  Material definition: having biological characteristics such 
as cells, metabolism, response to stimuli, and ability to func-
tion and reproduce. Spiritual definition: a pure essence and 
its vital forces that enliven living things.

More Word Meanings to Know

God  A word derived from Old German, used to refer to “the 
highest good.” One ultimate Reality has an absolute, pure 
essence and an expressive aspect with energetic attributes 
which produce and maintain universes.

karma  An influence that can produce effects.

meditation  A steady flow of attention to an object or ideal 
being contemplated (examined with alert expectation of dis-
covery). Superconscious meditation clarifies awareness and 
reveals our true nature as pure consciousness.

spiritual path  A course of actions and effective practices that 
bring forth or reveal our divine qualities, Self-awareness, and 
knowledge of higher realities.

Self Our true nature, a flawless unit of the pure essence of ulti-
mate Reality. Self-realization is actual experience and knowl-
edge of our true nature.

yoga  Firm unification of our attention and awareness with our 
pure essence (true nature).
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ROY EUGENE DAVIS

How Are You Living Your Eternal Life?

Do you know that you will continue to live—forever?
How do you want to live now and in the distant future?

What worthwhile possibilities can you imagine?
What are you doing to experience your eternal life

consciously, skillfully, freely, and enjoyably?

Many people don’t plan to live beyond their current incarnation 
because they are inclined to think that physical life is the extent 
of their existence. Although they may think about and imagine 
life before and after their current incarnation, they don’t yet 
know their true, changeless spiritual nature.

What You Are and How and Why You Were Individualized

 You are a unit of the pure essence of ultimate Reality indi-
vidualized (not created) by interactions between the pure ener-
getic influences of the expressive aspect of ultimate Reality and 
primordial nature (Om vibration with attributes of space, time, 
and fine forces). When you began to relate to fine and subtle 
levels of Nature, you attracted a faculty of intellect to enable 
discrimination and a mind to record impressions of perceptions 
and enable thinking and imagination. Extreme identification 
with objective (outer) and subjective (mental and emotional) 
conditions caused a mistaken sense of self-identity. Awakening 
from a mistaken sense of self-awareness can occur when you 
are intellectually discerning, think rationally, and clarify your 
awareness. That is a gradual or progressive way to experience 
spiritual growth. There can also be spontaneous awakenings or 
conversion events that quickly purify the intellect, mind, and 
awareness, and reveal innate qualities and knowledge.
 Spiritual enlightenment is the restoration of consciousness 
to its original, pure wholeness that can occur slowly or quickly. 
Even partial spiritual awakening can provide awareness of our 
spiritual essence and motivate us to want to more closely exam-
ine our true nature and higher realities.
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 Souls that become attracted to Nature’s characteristics and 
processes acquire attributes that enable interaction with them. 
Along with an intellect, mind, a mistaken sense of self-identity, 
and awareness, they also acquire five capacities of perception 
(touch, hearing, sight, taste, smell) and five of action (speech, 
mobility, manual dexterity, reproduction, elimination).
 When souls are individualized they may reside in a pure 
realm, in a causal field of fine cosmic forces, gross or refined 
astral or energy realms, or a physical realm, according to their 
inclinations and degree of clarity of awareness. When they are 
strongly attracted to objective phenomena, influenced by inertia, 
or their subjective (mental and emotional) states are conflicted 
or disordered, their awareness may be blurred and they may 
be inclined to aimlessly wander in space and time. Erroneous 
ideas, illusions (mistaken perceptions), desires and urges, men-
tal or emotional trauma, and modifications of their mind and 
awareness caused by restlessness and psychological conflicts 
may result in subconscious conditionings that strongly influence 
thoughts, moods, and behaviors.
 Troublesome, constructive, or harmless subconscious influ-
ences are called karmic because they may cause effects, attract 
circumstances, or influence behaviors. Other karmic conditions 
are desires, impulsiveness, compulsiveness, habits, emotional 
reactions, expectations, intentional actions, mental attitudes, 
and states of consciousness, all of which can be controlled.
 Troublesome subconscious influences can be neutralized by 
constructive thinking, feeling, and actions, and superconscious 
meditation that purifies the mind and consciousness.
 Constructive subconscious influences can be beneficial and 
supportive until they are no longer needed.
 Harmless subconscious influences can be ignored or easily 
discarded.

Clarified awareness accurately reflects what is perceived.
When samadhi without mental transformations is steady,

the meditator’s awareness reflects pure consciousness.
– Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras 1:41 & 43
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The Sanskrit word samadhi means the “firm holding together” 
of attention and awareness with 1) an object of perception that 
is contemplated; 2) one’s pure essence of being.

The Redemptive Effects of Spiritual Awakening

 Although some understanding of how souls are individual-
ized can be helpful, of greater value is spiritual awakening that 
purifies the mind, weakens and neutralizes troublesome sub-
conscious conditions, and clarifies awareness.
 The mind-purifying and consciousness-liberating result of 
spiritual awakening is not complete detachment or withdrawal 
from the world; it is the unveiling of our innate knowledge of our 
true nature and of ultimate Reality that enables us to live freely 
in this world and in other realms in which we may reside in the 
future. People who are not fully, spiritually conscious may be 
partially conscious or unconscious from time to time, especially 
when they die in one realm and are being born in a different one. 
When we are fully, spiritually conscious we can remain aware 
and observant when moving through space and time in our cur-
rent incarnation and when we eventually move from one realm 
to another.
 Some spiritual enlightenment traditions teach that reincar-
nation (repeated physical embodiment) is necessary to provide 
souls with opportunities to “work out” karma, satisfy desires, 
and/or spiritually awaken. Others emphasize concentrating on 
spiritual growth and actualizing innate qualities rather than be 
preoccupied with thoughts about past incarnations or try to pre-
dict future ones. Philosophical speculations about reincarnation 
began in India as recently as two thousand years ago and spread 
to other parts of Asia, the middle east, and Africa as ideas about 
it independently emerged in the minds of individuals or were 
discussed by merchants, traders, and scholars who traveled 
widely. 
 Living eternal life skillfully and effectively now should be our 
major purpose. To do it we need to know how to do it, be highly 
motivated to do it, be emotionally mature, and capable of wisely 
controlling our mental states, emotions, states of conscious-
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ness, and behaviors. Spiritual growth should result in increased 
awareness of our pure conscious essence, enhanced intellec-
tual discernment, accurate powers of perception, and greatly 
improved abilities to live creatively and accomplish purposes of 
value. False, naive ideas and superstitious beliefs and practices 
should be discarded.
 Knowing our true nature to be a unit of the pure essence of 
one, ultimate Reality can empower us to be confident that we 
have the ability to be fully, spiritually conscious and live freely 
in harmony with the processes of Nature, emerging events, and 
everyday circumstances.
 Knowing our true nature to be a unit of the pure essence of 
one, ultimate Reality enables us to easily discard false ideas. 
The following facts (truths) should be known:

• One, ultimate Reality exists. Its expressive aspect emanates 
forces that produce universes.

• There is no evil being or force in the universe.
• Self-realization is actual experience and knowledge of our 

true nature. God-realization is experience and knowledge of 
one ultimate Reality and its processes. Souls are destined to 
be Self- and God-realized.

• Because ultimate Reality is not separate from the world or 
us, we don’t have to seek, attract, or please it. If we are not 
yet spiritually enlightened we only need to learn to awaken to 
knowing our true nature and ultimate Reality.

• Ethical, constructive, healthy living; profound investigation of 
our true nature; and meditation that quiets the mind allows 
spiritual enlightenment to more easily occur.

Being accurately informed about ultimate Reality, our true 
nature, and categories and processes of world manifestation can 
enable us to avoid being confused, having childish ideas about 
God, or behaving unwisely. People who don’t yet know about 
higher realities, who want to be spiritually conscious, may not 
know what it means to be spiritually enlightened or be able to 
have satisfying results from their well-intentioned endeavors.
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 Examine how you live and think about the near and distant 
future. Are you living skillfully and effectively now and are you 
optimistically looking into the future—or do you sometimes feel 
like withdrawing? Are you sincerely interested in joyous living 
or do you sometimes want to die and cease to exist?
 When a physical body dies, life continues to exist. Until we 
are permanently detached from our personal sense of self and 
our mind and faculty of intellect (if that ever occurs), we will 
relate to and express in fine, subtle, or gross levels of matter in 
space-time. Wise, skillful living in our current incarnation is the 
best preparation for ideal living in the future.
 Know how to cultivate spiritual awareness and diligently 
use that knowledge to quickly awaken from self- or egocentric 
consciousness to Self-knowing, awareness and comprehension of 
ultimate Reality, spiritual enlightenment, and liberation of your 
consciousness. A liberated consciousness is pure, without delu-
sions (erroneous ideas) or harmful subconscious influences.

How Are You Living Your Eternal Life?

 Examine your thoughts, moods, personal behaviors, routine 
or habitual activities, relationships, aims, purposeful projects, 
self-care regimens, studies, spiritual practices, and everything 
else you do and with which you are involved.
 In a private notebook, write what is not useful and of value to 
you and what is useful and of value to you. Doing that will help 
you to think clearly and rationally and make good choices and 
decisions.

Immediately stop doing what is not useful or of value to you. 
Begin doing what you know you should do. Ability to make

right choices and live wisely is within you.

Affirm With Realization

Knowing that I am an immortal, spiritual being,
I live wisely and effectively now and optimistically 
anticipate ideal future opportunities for continued

learning, service, and spiritual awakening.
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Answers to Questions About the Spiritual Path

I thought the purpose of spiritual
practice was to transcend all material

involvements and our sense of self.
Will that occur or will we always live

and express in space and time?

Effective spiritual practice can enable us to temporarily with-
draw from ordinary conditions and experience pure conscious-
ness without their support, usually during meditation. The 
egocentric sense of self is then also temporarily transcended.
 The idea that permanent transcendence is possible cannot be 
proved because a soul beyond material conditions would not be 
able to communicate with us. If permanent transcendence can 
occur, only the soul that experiences it will know.
 What the ultimate destiny of souls might be has been con-
templated and talked about by philosophers, religious think-
ers, mystics, and truth seekers for many centuries. Some people 
study ideas and opinions of individuals who seem trustworthy, 
hoping to discover explanations that appear to be reasonable or 
may comfort the mind and emotions.

Are conditions in astral and other subtle realms better than in 
our world? Are there heavens and hells?

 If mental and emotional states and states of consciousness 
that we have in other realms are like what we have now, con-
ditions there will also be similar. A fundamental metaphysical 
principle is that we tend to produce, attract, or be attracted to 
environmental conditions that correspond to our states of mind 
and consciousness. As on Earth, conditions may be thought of as 
either ideal and heaven-like or less favorable.
 There are no permanent heavens to which “good” souls go 
or permanent places of confinement or suffering for troubled or 
misguided souls. Such false ideas are believed by many people 
who are not yet spiritually enlightened (know the truth about 
their true nature and higher realities).
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 Ideas about higher realities and spiritual practices that are 
believed by adherents of traditional religions, new age truth 
seekers and yoga practitioners are often simplistic or false. 
 In some religious traditions it is said that one must accept 
specific beliefs to have faults forgiven and be “saved” from suf-
fering caused by flawed thinking and unwise behaviors. What is 
to be believed is what is said to be true by dedicated members of 
a religious tradition or is in its “sacred” literature.
 Many new age and new thought adherents and yoga practi-
tioners are inaccurately informed about the practices they use 
and more interested in having a comfortable human-conscious 
life than spiritual enlightenment. They often have superficial 
ideas and opinions about reincarnation, karma, avatars (incar-
nations of divine qualities and abilities), spiritual practices, and 
ultimate Reality.
 A few people try to “channel” telepathic thoughts, words, 
and influences from souls in subtle realms. Several decades ago 
that practice, then called mediumship, was the featured event 
at spiritualist churches in many communities. Although “true 
believers” said they were helped mentally and emotionally by 
their participation, many people enjoyed being entertained by 
what was said and done.
 Several years ago, at a new thought conference attended by 
more than one thousand people, a popular speaker and author 
of books emphatically said, “God is the universal subconscious 
mind and an individual subconscious mind is one’s soul.” No one 
indicated surprise or disagreement about that obviously false 
statement. Several were writing in notebooks to record such 
“wonderful insights.”
 Probably fewer than five percent of the estimated twenty 
million people in America who practice a form of yoga (usually 
Hatha Yoga) can accurately define the word which means unifi-
cation of attention and awareness with one’s pure essence, not 
union with God or anything else. When we are firmly established 
in realization (experience and knowledge) of our true nature we 
can also experience and know ultimate Reality and its processes.
 One of my brother disciples was firmly self-convinced that 
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our lineage of gurus were avatars—because what they taught 
was so important in our era—and often attempted to convince 
others of his rigid opinions even when they were not interested 
in what he said. 
 Several said that Paramahansa Yogananda, in a previous 
incarnation, was Arjuna (a fictional character in the Bhagavad 
Gita story) and later incarnated as William the Conqueror.
 Some said that Mahavatar Babaji, Lahiri Mahasaya, and 
Sri Yukteswar in earlier incarnations were the three “wise men 
from the East” who visited the baby Jesus. (Scholars who study 
Christian history suggest that, if the story is not a mere folk 
legend, they were probably Zoroastrian priest-astrologers from 
Persia, now Iran, looking for a messiah.) The idea that a unique 
incarnation of divine wisdom and power will eventually restore 
harmony in the world has been taught by Jewish, Christian, and 
Islamic sects for centuries. Some scriptures of India assert that 
such events spontaneously occur whenever one or more such 
incarnations are needed to restore ideal conditions on a planet.
 A few brother disciples strongly “felt,” and sometimes said 
that our guru had also been Jesus. It is common among devout 
followers of a spiritual path to want to believe that their way is 
the best and their teachers are unique.
 A false opinion that some spiritual aspirants have is that one 
must incarnate at least a million times in lower life forms before 
being born in a human body, then need many more incarnations 
to complete their spiritual awakening.
 Spiritually enlightened people, past and present, have told 
their disciples (students or learners) to avoid idle philosophical 
speculation and use intellect and intuition to contemplate their 
true nature and ultimate Reality.

Deep in the soul, below all ordinary distractions, is a silence
vast and grand—an infinite ocean of calm which nothing can 

disturb.  – Author unknown (19th century)
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Can a form of meditation practice or a specific technique enable 
me to know, or be connected with, God? Are there indications or 
signs of God-awareness that might be experienced?

 Remember: 1) we can know God or ultimate Reality by first 
knowing our true nature; 2) as units of the pure essence of ulti-
mate Reality we have never been apart from it. If we think or 
feel that we are separate from ultimate Reality, it is because 
of our mistaken sense of self-identity. Meditation practices that 
calm our mind and clarify our awareness can be helpful, but 
there is no specific technique that works for everyone. Medita-
tive peacefulness and joyousness can be indications of enhanced 
Self-awareness, but should not be thought of as signs of God-
awareness or God’s presence.

I occasionally feel overwhelmed by my personal duties and the 
troubled events that occur in our world. What can I do to have 
permanent peace of mind and inner stability?

 Cultivate Self-awareness, manage activities efficiently, and 
learn to be unmoved by outer circumstances. In one Buddhist 
sect, individuals and groups of adherents affirm various ways 
to have a refuge (safe place from unwanted conditions) as they 
chant:

I take refuge in the buddha [enlightened consciousness].
I take refuge in the dharma [orderly, harmonious living].
I take refuge in the sangha [companionship of devotees].

If personal companionship with devotees on a spiritual path is 
not readily available, mentally and spiritually contemplate the 
hundreds of thousands of souls in our world and other realms 
who aspire, as you do, to be fully awake and freely functional.

Is there a simple, practical way to live effectively and experience 
rapid spiritual growth?

 Yes, learn basic principles that enable effective living and 
spiritual growth and faithfully adhere to them. You will then 
have personal evidence that what you do is best for you. Your 
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constructive experiences will be reliable teachers that confirm 
your right choices and actions. The basic principles are:

1. Be ethical, moral, and compassionate while accomplishing 
purposes of value to you, others, and the environment.

2. Deeply examine the facts of life (ultimate Reality, your real 
nature, and laws of cause and effect) with your intellect and 
superconscious meditation practice.

3. See beyond and transcend mistaken perceptions of your true 
identity.

The process is not complicated. Do practical things that allow 
you to have the results you want to have.

I am usually satisfied with my life. Although my circumstances 
are comfortable, I have peace of mind, and my spiritual aware-
ness is improving, I am not as prosperous as I need to be. Is it all 
right to want to be more prosperous? What can I do about it?

 It is certainly all right to desire to be prosperous in order to 
have what is needed and more easily do what we want to do.
 Examine your thoughts and emotions to discover if you are 
thinking and feeling that it is not right to prosper. If you are 
aware of limitations, replace them with thoughts and feelings of 
prosperity. Do practical things to be prosperous while imagining 
ideal events and circumstances that life can provide for you. You 
don’t need to imagine specific events and circumstances; imag-
ine and feel how free you are to be prosperous.

What is the one thing to do that will contribute the most to my 
total well-being and steady spiritual growth?

 Learn to meditate superconsciously and do it every day. Do 
not make excuses for not meditating or sit passively with your 
thoughts aimlessly wandering. Alertly observe subtle processes 
and changes in awareness that occur. Proficiency will improve 
with daily, intentional practice.
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What can we do to elicit (bring forth) and increase our innate 
capacities to be Self-realized and freely expressive?

 Helpful information is in Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras:

Exceptional powers of perception and extraordinary
abilities can result from samadhi, fortunate circum-

stances at birth, mantras and nourishing substances,
and intensiveness of spiritual practices. 4:1

Superconscious influences of samadhi purify the mind, clarify 
awareness, and enhance powers of perception and intelligence.
 Fortunate circumstances at birth can include constructive 
tendencies (good karma), strong powers of perception and dis-
cernment, and ability to think rationally and decisively. If they 
are not present at birth, they can be developed.
 Mantras can be used to calm the mind, focus attention, and 
control states of consciousness. Good nutrition can contribute 
to physical and psychological well-being, and long life. Healthy, 
long life provides more time to accomplish our worthwhile pur-
poses and complete our spiritual awakening.
 Intensive (concentrated) spiritual practices remove psycho-
logical obstacles to spiritual awakening and allow it to occur 
spontaneously. Paramahansa Yogananda taught, as all spiritu-
ally conscious people do, that spiritual growth can be quickened 
by right, concentrated endeavor.
 The more decisively dedicated we are to effective living and 
spiritual awakening, the faster our spiritual growth (emergence 
of innate qualities, Self-awareness, and knowledge of higher 
realities) can occur.
 Several siddhis (abilities one may have or be able to have 
as a result of spiritual awakening) are mentioned in the third 
chapter of Patanjali’s text. The most useful abilities enable us 
to remove or transcend limiting conditions and accomplish pur-
poses of value—especially to be spiritually enlightened in our 
current incarnation.
 Support your decision be spiritually accomplished as soon as 
possible with constructive thoughts, feelings, and actions.
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Mystical* Reflections

*Of or relating to spiritual or higher realities beyond the range 
of the mind or senses which may be directly known by intu-
ition, experience, or revelation.

The following recommendations in The Shandilya Upanishad, a 
little known treatise on Yoga, are for sincere truth seekers who 
aspire to know higher realities. The complete text with a com-
mentary is in the book The Science of Self-Realization, pages 78 
to 97. See book list on page 30 of this issue of Truth Journal.

Moral and ethical guidelines. 1) Harmless thinking and behav-
iors. 2) Truthfulness. 3) Absence of greed. 4) Conservation and 
constructive use of vital forces. 5) Kindness to all forms of life. 
6) Even-mindedness. 7) Cultivation of patience. 8) Being men-
tally and emotionally calm regardless of gain or loss of things 
or relationships. 9) Choosing nutritious foods. 10) Maintaining 
physical and environmental cleanliness and mental purity.

Roy Eugene Davis presented a meditation seminar at Unity Church
in Sarasota, Florida on January 17.
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Intentional Actions: 1) Removing psychological limitations by 
self-analysis and disciplined behavior. 2) Being satisfied with 
fortunate circumstances. 3) Cooperation with mental and physi-
cal laws of cause and effect. 4) Wise giving of material resources 
to deserving persons and causes. 5) Cultivating awareness of 
ultimate Reality with pure motives in accord with one’s under-
standing. 6) Insightful study of scriptures or philosophical prin-
ciples. 7) Admitting faulty behavior and sincerely resolving to 
avoid it. 8) Faith in one’s spiritual path. 9) Following instruc-
tions of one’s spiritual teacher (guru). 10) Regularity in doing 
what is learned and avoidance of what should not be done.

Similar guidelines are in Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras (The Science of 
Self-Realization, pages 40 and 41) and are emphasized in most 
religious traditions as basic practices that enable us to live effec-
tively and experience progressive spiritual awakening.

Roy Eugene Davis presented a meditation seminar at Unity Church
in Sarasota, Florida on January 17.
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Guidelines to Inspired Living
Speak the Affirmations With Conviction

June 5 – 11
Be Committed to Discipleship

A disciple is a student or learner who acquires useful
information and skills and uses them to accomplish

purposes of value for oneself and others.

I am fully committed to discipleship.

June 12 – 18
Improve Your Powers of Discriminative Intelligence

See through and discard or ignore what is false
while accurately discerning the truth of what is

observed.

I always discern the truth of what I observe.

June 19 – 25
Acquire Accurate Knowledge of the Facts of Life

Discover the truth about your true nature as a
spiritual being, ultimate Reality, and the laws

of cause and effect.

Accurate knowledge of my true nature, ultimate
Reality, and laws of cause and effect liberates
my consciousness and enables me to live freely.

June 26 – July 2
Be Humble

Humility is the absence of egotism (a false and
exaggerated sense of self-importance) that
enables our pure essence to be experienced.

I know that I am a unit of the pure
essence of ultimate Reality.
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July 3 – 9
Aspire to Be Spiritually Enlightened

Sustained aspiration to be spiritually enlightened
empowers constructive thoughts and actions.

I fervently aspire to be spiritually enlightened
in my current incarnation.

July 10 – 16
Cultivate Self-Contentment

Your true Self-identity as a unit of the pure
essence of ultimate Reality is always calmly

serene and unmoved by external or subjective
conditions.

I am always Self-aware and calmly serene
whether alone or in the midst of emerging

events and circumstances.

July 17 – 23
Adhere to Effective Spiritual Practices

Effective spiritual practices remove mental and
emotional conditions that blur awareness, interfere

with concentration, and keep attention confined
to egocentric states of consciousness.

I adhere to effective spiritual practices that
enable me to transcend all limitations.

July 24 – 30
Live Wisely, Freely, and Effectively

Learning to live wisely, freely, and effectively
before we are spiritually enlightened enables

spiritual awakening to occur more easily.

I use exceptional powers of perception and
ordinary and extraordinary abilities to live 

wisely, freely, and effectively.
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CONSCIOUS FOOD PREPARATION

Different Apple Crumble Pie

Crust: Grind 1 cup (240ml) of almonds and 20 graham crackers in a 
blender or food processor. Add 4 tbsp (60ml) natural sugar and 7 tbsp 
(105ml) of melted butter. Stir with large spoon until well mixed. Set 
aside 1/2 cup (120ml) of mixture. Press remaining mixture into a 10 
inch (25.4cm) pie dish or 8 inch (20.32cm) square baking dish or pan. 
Bake at 350F (180C) for 15 minutes. Remove from oven and let cool.

Cheese for Topping: Put 1 cup (240ml) cheese in refrigerator for 15 to 
30 minutes, then grate it coarsely in a small bowl and set aside with 
the reserved almond and graham cracker mixture.

Apples: Peel and slice 6 large Granny Smith or other baking apples. 
Put in a cooking pot and stir in 1 teaspoon (5ml) ground cinnamon and 
3 tablespoons (45ml) all-purpose or quinoa flour. Put in 2 cups (480ml) 
water in bottom of pot. Cook at medium high until water begins to 
simmer. Cook for 10 minutes with lid on, then continue to cook while 
stirring gently now and then until apples cook down and thicken and 
water is almost boiled off.
 When done, remove from heat. Allow to cool for 15 minutes and put 
into pie shell. Add grated cheese on top and sprinkle nut and graham 
cracker mixture over the cheese. Serve warm. If pie slices are not firm, 
remove servings with a large spoon as with a regular fruit crumble.
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Observations,
Insights, and
Discoveries
Continuous Learning
and Skillful Living
Nurtures Emotional
and Spiritual Growth

That planets orbit the Sun was known by astronomers in India 
and some other regions of the world long before that fact was 
widely accepted in Europe where the idea of an Earth-centered 
universe was emphasized by religious leaders who believed it or 
wanted others to believe it.

Centuries ago it was thought that heaven where “good souls 
eventually reside” was somewhere in the sky. Many religious 
and cultural myths describe prophets and saints ascending to or 
“taken up” to heaven (or beyond it) and divine incarnations or 
people with divine characteristics (avatars) coming down from 
there.

The NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) 
New Horizons spacecraft took pictures of the (former) planet 
Pluto in July. Several months ago many astronomers decided 
that Pluto was not a planet because it was so small and distant 
from the Sun. Some of them are reconsidering that opinion. Radio 
signals from the spacecraft traveled 3 billion miles to Earth in 
4.5 minutes. Some mountains as high as ten thousand feet were 
recorded, and ice indicating the existence of water. Where there 
is water is a possibility of simple life such as bacteria.

Nadi shodana pranayama (alternate nostril breathing) can 
calm the mind, improve interactions between hemispheres of the 
brain, and encourage the body’s life force (prana) to flow freely. 
Nadis (Sanskrit) are the channels through which prana flows. 
Shodana indicates the cleansing of them. 
 When our health is normal we usually breathe with more 
force through one nostril for about two hours. When air flow is 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras
A Guide to Spiritual Practice
in the Kriya Yoga Tradition
PART ONE
Commentary on the Yoga-Sutras.
PART TWO
Commentary on the Shandilya
Upanishad, a little known
treatise on Kriya Yoga.
PART THREE
Meditation Techniques & Routines.
Hardcover 144 pages $10.00

Order form on page 30 and online
at www.csa-davis.org
India & Italy: see inside back cover.

more dominant in the right nostril, the left hemisphere of the 
brain is more active. When air flow is more dominant in the left 
nostril, the right hemisphere of the brain is more active. Equal 
air flows in both nostrils is associated with harmonious electri-
cal activity in the brain and a balance of relaxation and mental 
alertness: ideal for meditation.
 This practice is usually done just before mediation, but can 
be done anytime to elicit mental and emotional calmness. In-
hale and exhale. Close the right nostril with your thumb and 
inhale smoothly through the left nostril. Close the left nostril 
with a finger, exhale through the right nostril. Inhale through 
the right nostril, exhale through the left nostril. That is one 
round or cycle. Inhale to a count of four and exhale to a count of 
five. Pause for a brief moment after each inhalation and exha-
lation. Do five to ten rounds. Besides the mental and emotional 
calmness this practice elicits, it is said to contribute to overall 
physical and psychological well-being.
 The nostril used to begin practice is not important. As you 
proceed, air flow will tend to be equal in both nostrils.
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HOW TO KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE

Only Believe What You Can Realize

realize  To have actual experience and accurate knowledge of 
something. Realization of natural laws of causes and effects 
and mundane circumstances can be had by observation and 
experimentation. Self- and God-realization does not require 
the support of the senses, mind, intellect, or intuition.

An orthodox religious or philosophical doctrine is mostly com-
posed of opinions which may be believed to be true or are said 
to be true to serve purposes of those who promote them, rather 
than facts which have been realized or verified. 
 Through the centuries, spiritually enlightened people have 
advised their disciples (learners, students) not to naively accept 
what others say, but to realize the truth for themselves. Com-
plete comprehension of what is true banishes erroneous ideas 
and clarifies our awareness.
 Until all false notions that confuse the mind and modify 
(change and limit) awareness are discarded or replaced with 
understanding, errors in discernment are likely to occur. The 
most troublesome error of the intellect is presuming that a mis-
taken sense of self-identity (Sanskrit ahamkara, I-ness) is our 
real nature or essence. When that mistaken idea is firmly held, 
we may mistakenly think that the physical universe is the only 
reality, an ultimate Reality does not exist, and physical death is 
the end of our existence.
 Accurate information that is received from someone should 
be examined and proved. If it is about lifestyle or behaviors, it 
can be proved by adopting constructive regimens and behaviors 
to experience the results. If it is about how to be Self-realized 
and have knowledge of higher realities, our emotions and mind 
can be calmed and our awareness clarified to allow knowledge of 
higher realities to be revealed from within us.
 In the early stages of Self-inquiry, we usually think about 
philosophical principles and endeavor to intellectually under-
stand our true nature, higher realities such as the vibration of 
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Om and categories of cosmic manifestation, the absolute (pure) 
and expressive aspects of ultimate Reality, and our sojourn in 
space and time. Intellectual understanding of such matters can 
be mentally and emotionally pleasing; intuitive insight that does 
not require reasoning or intellectual discernment is more reveal-
ing; actual realization is spiritual enlightenment.
 Wanting to know what is true should be supported by pro-
found examination of objects of attention until our realization 
is complete. Realization is not provided to us by an external 
influence; it can occur when awareness is clear. Improvement 
and effective use of powers of observation and discernment 
can enable us to make our awareness receptive to emergence 
of innate knowledge. People who hope to be Self-realized with-
out improving and effectively using powers of observation and 
discernment may stay emotionally and spiritually immature for 
many years before they awaken to Self- and God-realization.
 Although regular superconscious meditation that calms the 
mind and clarifies awareness should be daily practiced, it is 
helpful to also cultivate emotional stability and mental calmness 
when we are involved in ordinary activities. By always being 
peaceful, meditation can more easily flow smoothly and insights 
and realizations can be had when we are not meditating.

The mind is purified by cultivation of thoughts
and feelings of friendship for others, compassion
for those who suffer, happiness for the well-being

that others enjoy, and mental and emotional
stability regarding what is observed.

– Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras 1:33

Changes that result in mental stability occur
naturally because of luminosity of mind and

awareness during [superconscious] meditation.
– Yoga-Sutras 1:36

Mental stability can also be nurtured by con-
templating states of consciousness and virtuous
attitudes and behaviors of enlightened people.

– Yoga Sutras 1:37
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Kriya Yoga Congress, San Jose, California
Above: Swami Nirvanananda devotional chanting.
Below left: CSA minister Harald Reiske, Germany
Below right: CSA minister Furio Sclano
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Classes and Workshops With CSA Ministers
at Summer Week Long Meditation Retreats

Roy Eugene Davis will teach morning classes and conduct Kriya 
Yoga initiations on Thursdays at 1 p.m. Kriya initates not at 
retreats: If you plan to attend initiation services to review your 
practices and renew your commitment, inform us.

Michael Getch   June 13 – 17
Tuesday afternoon 12:30 p.m. “The Importance of
Complete Dedication to a Meaningful Spiritual
Path.” He lives in Asheville, North Carolina.

Katherine Geddes-Lovkay   June 15 – 19
Tuesday evening 6 p.m. “Guidelines on the
Spiritual Path.” She presents meditation seminars
and classes in south Florida.

Martin Wuttke   July 13 – 17
Mon. 6:00 p.m. “The Neuroscience of Meditation.”
Tuesday 6:00 p.m. “How Kriya Yoga Refines the
Brain and Nervous System.” He is president of
Wuttke Institute of Neurotherapy.
www.wuttkeinstitute.com

Don Glassey   July 13 – 17
Tuesday 12:30 p.m. Holistic Lifestyle Practices.
He is a CSA minister in Tampa/St. Petersburg,
Florida.

Timothy O’Brien   July 13 – 17
Wednesday 6 p.m. “Cultivating a Constant Attitude
of Gratitude.” He is a business executive in Talla-
hassee, Florida.

Ellen Grace O’Brian   August 8 – 12
Tuesday evening 6 p.m. “The Way of Dedicated
Discipleship.” She is spiritual director of Center for
Spiritual Enlightenment, San Jose, California.
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How to Have Optimum Benefits
At a CSA Meditation Retreat

The purpose of a retreat is to withdraw from ordinary activities 
and detach attention from them so that the body can be rested 
and renewed, the mind can be calmed, and spiritual awareness 
can be enhanced. CSA headquarters in the low mountains of 
northeast Georgia provides an ideal supportive environment for 
experiencing the benefits of a quiet meditation retreat. It is an 
ashram: a secluded place for inner refreshment.
 Reserve attendance when travel plans are definite so you 
will not have to cancel your visit a few days before the retreat 
and inconvenience others who would like to be here.
 Sheets, blankets, and towels are provided in guest houses, 
which have a kitchen where vegetarian meals can be prepared 
during private retreats. (See below.)
 Forget your secular concerns when you are here. Rest or 
sleep more than usual. Exercise moderately; strenuous activity 
may cause your attention to be too outgoing. Walk on the CSA 
grounds, not in the woods which are on private property or on 
Lake Rabun Road. Lake Rabun Beach is four miles from CSA.
 Avoid much socializing and unnecessary talking. Be inward 
directed and allow others to be more inward. Use free time for 
reflection and meditation.
 Dress informally but modestly. No shorts or garments with 
illustrations or slogans. Be here with inward purpose and firm 
resolve to be spiritually conscious; not here to attract attention 
or impress others.
 During private retreats in May and September, a morning 
and afternoon meditation is scheduled. At summer retreats Mr. 
Davis speaks each morning at 10 a.m. and conducts Kriya Yoga 
initiation Thursdays at 1 p.m.; afternoon and evening workshops 
with CSA ministers; hatha yoga sessions optional. At autumn 
retreats Mr. Davis speaks at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.; meditation 
and an educational video in the evening. Vegetarian meals are 
served at the summer and late autumn retreats.
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Meditation Retreats At CSA Headquarters

Travel map on our web site: www.csa-davis.org
Click on Retreats page

Meditation and lifestyle routines taught by Roy Eugene Davis and 
CSA ministers. Kriya Yoga initiation Thursdays 1 p.m. during week 
long retreats. Guest houses. Vegetarian meals. Donation basis.

2016 Public Retreats
Weeks:  June 13 – 17     July 11 – 15     August 8 – 12

Weekends:  October 22 – 23     November 19 – 20
Holy Season Meditation December 3 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

2016 Private Retreats
May 9 – 13     16 – 20     23 – 27

September 12 – 15     19 – 23     26 – 30

_______________________________________________________________

Retreat Reservations
Mail this form, phone, or e-mail, info@csa-davis.org

Dates ___________________________ Time of arrival _________________

Daytime phone _____________________ e-mail ______________________

Travel directions, see web site or mark here [  ] for mailed copy.

Prefer a CSA guest house [  ]  Will stay at a motel [  ]

Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Center for Spiritual Awareness
PO Box 7   Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Tel: 706-782-4723 weekdays 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
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Books, Videos (DVD format), and Audio CDs
U.S. packing/postage $3.00 for 1 item; 30 cents for each extra item.

Other countries: double the U.S. postage for airmail.
Quantity

[  ] Words That Heal and Transform (Affirmations)  $2.00 $ _______
[  ] The Spiritual Basis of Real Prosperity  $5.00 _______
[  ] An Easy Guide to Ayurveda  $5.00 _______
[  ] In the Sanctuary of Silence  $2.00 _______
[  ] Living Consciously in God  $5.00 _______
[  ] Seven Lessons in Conscious Living  $7.00  _______
[  ] The Eternal Way Inner Meaning of the Bhagavad Gita  $8.00 _______
[  ] Satisfying Our Innate Desire to Know God  $4.95 _______
[  ] Absolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness  $7.95 _______
[  ] Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him  hc  $12.00 _______
[  ] The Science of Self-Realization  yoga-sutras  hc  $10.00 _______
[  ] DVD Our Awakening World  $10.00 _______
[  ] DVD Infinite Life 2010 Kriya Yoga Congress Talks  $10.00 _______  
[  ] DVD Know Your True Nature & the Reality of God  $10.00 _______
[  ] 3 DVDs Light on the Spiritual Path  $20.00 _______
[  ] DVD 6 Questions Every Person Should Ask  $5.00 _______
[  ] DVD Experiences With Paramahansa Yogananda  $7.00 _______
[  ] CD Meditation Instruction & Guided Practice  $5.00 _______
[  ] CD Know Your True Nature & the Reality of God  $5.00 _______
[  ] CD 6 Questions Every Person Should Ask  $5.00 _______
[  ] 3 Audio CDs Light On the Spiritual Path  $15.00 _______
[  ] CD Conscious Living & Superconscious Meditation  $5.00 _______
[  ] 2 CDs Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him  $10.00 _______
[  ] 4 CDs Absolute Knowledge (audio book)  $20.00 _______
  Book/CD/DVD Total   _______
  Packing and shipping   _______
   Truth Journal  new[  ]  renewal[  ]  U.S. $10.00  Foreign $15.00   _______
  Total   _______

With check [  ]  Visa [  ]  MasterCard [  ]  Discover [  ]  American Express [  ]
Credit card # ___________________________________________ expires ____/____
Last 3 digits on back of card _______   4 digits on front of Amex card _________
Name on card ________________________ Tel: ______________________________

Name __________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
Center for Spiritual Awareness  P.O. Box 7  Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Weekdays 706-782-4723   Order online: www.csa-davis.org



United Kingdom: Gazelle Book Services Ltd.
White Cross Mills, Hightown, Lancaster LA1 4XS

e-mail: sales@gazellebooks.co.uk

India: Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi. (10 of Mr. Davis’ books)
e-mail: mlbd@vsnl.com    web site: www.mlbd.com

And at Motilal Banarsidass bookstores in Delhi, Patna,
Varanasi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore, Mumbai, and Pune.

B. Jain Publishers, New Delhi. www.bjainbooks.com
An Easy Guide to Ayurveda

Full Circle Publisher, New Delhi. www.fullcirclebooks.in
Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him (English and Hindi)

Abolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness

Dr. L. Mahadevan  e-mail: ayurved@sancharnet.in
Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him (Tamil edition)

How to Live Consciously in God (Tamil edition)

Italy: Marco Valerio Editore. www.marcovalerio.it
Paramahansa Yogananda Così come l’ho conosciuto

La scienza della realizzazione del sé
La strada maestra per la meditazione e la crescita spirituale

Srimad Bagavad Gita / La Via Eterna
Insegnamenti sul percorso spirituale del kriya yoga

La base spirituale della vera prosperità
Immortalita cosciente          Guida All’Ayurveda

Libertà e consapevolezza la conoscenza dell’assoluto
Il desiderio innato di conoscere Dio

Germany: Harald and Marlies Reiske. www.kriya-yoga.de
Pfad des Lichts    Paramahansa Yogananda wie ich ihn kannte



Fifth International Kriya Yoga Congress
San Jose, California  March 10 – 12, 2016


